The article presents a short historical overview of continuous and successful story of Brodoprojekt - The Ship Design and Marine Engineering Company during 53 years. The company was established in Rijeka, Croatia, at the end of 1946 and was active until 1999. However, after this period of development all of its activities were rapidly reduced and soon the firm was finally closed.

Brodoprojekt's production programme included the design and elaboration of technical documentation for the following naval, maritime and offshore assortments: various naval units and merchant ships, special vessels, offshore units, conversions of ships, wooden crafts, onshore installations and interior design, shipyards, marine bases, navy dockyards as well as special vessel equipment. At the top of activities, Brodoprojekt had over 200 employees and nearly 500 ships were built according to own designs and technologies.

On the occasion of 70 years of Brodoprojekt's establishment it is important to say that Brodoprojekt represented „the seeding place“ of leaders in today's shipbuilding industry in Croatia.